Radar tracking plays an important role in the area of early warning and detection system, whose precision is closely connected with filtering algorithm. With the development of noise jamming technology in radar echo signal, linear filtering becomes more and more difficult to satisfy the demands of radar tracking, while nonlinear filtering can solve problems such as non-Gaussian noises. There exist a lot of nonlinear filtering algorithms at present, owning their particular characteristics. With this in mind, we provide a comprehensive overview of different nonlinear filtering algorithms in radar tracking, including basic ideas and concrete steps of them. For a more clear presentation, we also make comparisons of them from all sides. Through the analyses of different nonlinear data filters, we find that the unscented Kalman data filter (UKF) can achieve better performance than others. Therefore, we will simulate and show the performance of UKF, and performance of the extended Kalman data filter (EKF) under the same condition will be taken as comparison, whose accuracy was not ideal for radar tracking data filtering.
Introduction
Gaussian applied generalized least squares method to radar data processing in the early nineteenth century. He created a mathematical approach to deal with observations, which then became the basis of the modern filter theory [1] . Tracking filter is an important part of radar data processing technology. Its main goal is to estimate target location, speed, and other parameters in real time base on the metrical information [2] . And at the same time, tracking filter should extrapolate the location information of the target in the next antenna scan period. The location information will then be used to examine the rationality of the measurement in the next time and can be used for track-related processing in searching radars [3, 4] .
Target tracking with combined multi-sensor is widely used in practical applications. The problem of nonlinear filtering is to estimate the optimal state of the common nonlinear stochastic dynamic systems. It is essential to find out an effective filtering method to estimate and predict the dynamic system status and the statistics of error from the sequential measurements in real time. [5, 6] , there emerged many modern filtering technologies, and most of them are created based on Kalman filter. Kalman filter plays an irreplaceable role in the development of filter which has been applied to many fields such as radar and computer vision. At the beginning, most of Kalman filters are linear filters, which are the minimum variance state estimation of linear dynamic systems [5] . However, as technology develops, linear filtering technique was hard to meet the demands and nonlinear filter got more use. Gaussian filters and particle filters are mainly applied to nonlinear filtering estimation, and general Gaussian approximation methods include linearization and sampling approximation with applicants of extended Kalman filter (EKF) and unscented Kalman filter (UKF) separately.
In the following paper, we first present the process of target tracking based on multiple radar and the system model. Then, we make an introduction of nonlinear filters as well as algorithm procedures of them. In the simulation, we do filtering by UKF and compare the data image with that of EKF algorithm. The experimental results show that it is more accurate when using unscented Kalman filter on radar tracking data filtering problem.
Radar tracking and system model
Modern radar usually processes data with digital computers. Using parameter estimation techniques, we can estimate a lot of motion parameters such as the specific location of the target, velocity, and acceleration basing on the radar measurements and generate a variety of information about the target such as the expected position and the current and the next state of the target [5] . There are five steps when processing TT&C radar data, and the procedure is as shown in Figure 1 .
• Data formatting: Store the measurements by unified format.
• Data correction: Do unbiased estimation and defection compensation according to data theory.
• Coordinate transformation: Most of the data measured by radar is based on the spherical coordinate system, which needs to be converted to the Cartesian coordinate system in order to simplify the calculation.
• Tracking filter processing: Tracking filter is the core device of a radar data processing system. It can estimate the state of the dynamic system using a series of measurements containing noise and other inaccuracies and predict the coordinate position and velocity of the object according to the observation sequence of the noise. • Target track processing: The tracking filter should estimate the target's motion parameters like speed and position in real time using radar measurements and calculate the position and orientation of the target in the next time using the iteration formula.
State equation and observation equation of nonlinear systems [7, 8] are as follows:
where x k is the state vector of the target, z k is the observation vector, f k and h k are the state transition and the observation of the system, and u k and v k are the unrelated status noise and measurement noise of system.
Nonlinear filtering in radar tracking

Introduction of nonlinear filtering
The result of Kalman filter is the optimal closed solution for linear systems, while for nonlinear systems, it is very difficult or even impossible to get an accurate optimal solution. So a lot of methods on suboptimal approximate filtering are proposed [9] . Nonlinear filtering methods can be classified into five types [10, 11] : 1) extended Kalman filtering (EKF), 2) interpolation filtering, 3) unscented Kalman filtering (UKF), 4) particle filtering, and 5) neural network filtering.
The most widely used method for nonlinear filtering is EKF, which transforms nonlinear issues into linear issues, and then, linear filtering theory can be applied in it. This method is usually regarded as a suboptimal method.
The key point of nonlinear filtering is to seek an effective linear approximation. Interpolation filtering utilizes interpolation polynomial to operate a linear approximation based on Stirling interpolation formula.
UKF needs no linearization. It makes an approximation of the probability density function of state vector with a series of chosen sampling points.
Particle filtering is a filtering algorithm based on Monte Carlo and recursive Bayesian estimation. It assumes getting a series of estimated values according to samples acquired by posterior probability distribution. When there is enough particles, the statistical properties of particles can be regarded as statistical properties of the posterior probability distribution.
Sigmoidal multi-layer feedforward neural networks can realize arbitrary continuous nonlinear function at arbitrary precision, which is applied to neural network filtering.
Filtering algorithms of nonlinear systems
EKF filtering
The first-order EKF equations [12] are shown as follows:
With knowledge of the present state and covariance of the present state, we can get the prediction of the next state as well as covariance of the next state:
Then, according to equations above, we get the prediction of measurement and innovation covariance:
. (5) Therefore, the optimal Kalman gain can be described as:
From the the derivation above, we can finally obtain the updated state equation and the updated covariance equation:
where I is an identity matrix that has the same dimension with the covariance matrix. Specific applications follow these steps:
• Nonlinear function processed by Taylor-series expansion (TSE) [13] : The n-order TSE approximation of f (x, t) at x =x is:
For scalar f (x, t), there is:
• Calculate the gains and updates using EKF equations:
EKF is a typical example of approximate nonlinear filtering [14] . By processing the nonlinear model basing on linear Taylor-series expansion, we can get a first-order approximation as an expression of the original state equation and measurement equation.
As pointed in [8] , EKF is easy to implement and has been widely used but with a lot of limitations.
Interpolation filtering
• Interpolation expansion of one-dimensional Stirling [15] . We define two operators δ and μ which satisfy:
where h is the length of interpolation. Expanding f (x) with the second-order Stirling interpolation at x =x, we can obtain:
Then, we use the centered difference instead of the derivative of Taylor-series expansion:
Plugging the Taylor series into (12), we obtain:
• Interpolation expansion of multi-dimensional Stirling [13] .
We suppose x ∈ R n , and y = f (x) is a function vector. By applying Stirling interpolation expansion we get:
whereD x is the differential operators that satisfies:
where δ p and μ q are the pseudo-differential operator and the average operator satisfying: (17) where e p is the pth unit vector. The above interpolation filtering algorithm has a great advantage compared with TSE. Different expansion contains one-dimensional Stirling interpolation expansion and multi-dimensional Stirling interpolation expansion. In the method of Interpolation filtering, the calculation of the partial derivative can be omitted. So it can be applied to any function cases, even for cases of nonlinear discontinuities with singularities, and it is more accurate than the method of EKF [13] .
Particle filtering
According to the posterior probability p(X k |Y k ) of different observations Y K , we obtained the optimal estimation under the minimum mean square error criterion as follows [15] :
After sequential importance sampling (SIS) of the posterior probability distribution, we obtain the particle swarm x i k , w i k , and the posterior probability density can be approximated as:
And the state estimation can be expressed as:
The basic procedures of the algorithm [15] are as follows:
• Initialization: Set k = 0 and generate particle swarm from the prior density function p(x 0 ). • Importance sampling: For the case when k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ∞} , get N samples from the conversion prior density function p x k |x i k−1 and calculate the weight of each particle
. . , N, then do regularization for the weights by the ruleω
• Resampling: SettingÑ = Ñ ω i k , we derive The basic idea of the particle filter is to represent the state vector of interest as a set of random samples with associated weights and then work out the state estimation values based on these samples and weights. When the number of random samples is sufficient, the estimated probability density function of the particle would level off to the real probability density, and the particle filtering would accordingly level off to the optimal Bayesian filtering [10] .
Neural network filtering [11]
Consider the system model as:
where X(t) is a n-dimensional state vector, f is a ndimensional nonlinear vector function, y(t) denotes the m-dimensional detection vector, H is a matrix of size m × n, ξ(t) is the n-dimensional dynamic noise sequence, and v(t) is the m-dimensional measurement noise sequence. ξ(t) and v(t) are generally uncorrelated zero mean normal white noise sequence. That is, for all t and j, the noise statistical properties satisfy:
Where ξ(t) and v(t) are colored noise with nonzero mean.
With the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology, researchers found that the neural network filter was suitable for issues of nonlinear. Its main features are smart and well-adapted. And the drawback of this method is its poor universality, and the estimated accuracy is unsatisfactory.
UKF filtering
The basic idea of UFK is unscented transformation (UT) [12, 16] , and the procedure of the method can be summarized as follows.
1. Construct the sigma points. In the first place, work out the sampling points ξ i and its corresponding weights W i [10, 17] .
where κ is a scale parameter that can be any value satisfying (n x + κ) = 0, √ (n x + κ)P x i is the ith line and the ith column of the root mean square (RMS) matrix (n x + κ)P x and n x denotes the dimension of the state vector.
Give nonlinear transformation to the sigma points.
Each of δ samples are transmitted by nonlinear function and we obtain.
3. Calculate the mean and variance of y. The estimated mean and covariance of y are as follows.
Procedure of the algorithm [10] :
• Calculate the δ sampling point χ i k|k ; • Predictx k+1|k and P k+1|k in use of χ i k|k according to UT;
• Update the observation value by the following equations.
UKF conducts recurrence and updates of the nonlinear model status and error covariance by nonlinear UT method. It is not about the approximation of the nonlinear model but the approximation of the state's probability density function [18] . The similarity between UKF and EKF is that the used parametric analytical form is both based on the Gaussian assumption [19] .
Comparison of different nonlinear filters
In [20] , by using EKF, it is obvious that besides some improvements, we can see that the magnitude of the error correction is small from the image after the radar data filtering and simulation. The error of linearization usually seriously affects the final filtering accuracy, sometimes even leads to filtering divergence.
In our work, we try to use UKF which is more accurate than EKF, what is more, in the method of UKF, the approximation of the maximum term of Taylor expression and the calculation of the Jacobi matrix are avoided. However, it should be added that the application is limited due to the assumption of the Gaussian distribution of noises.
For the interpolation filter, we need more sampling points in order to achieve ideal precision. In the method, Taylor expansion should be used and approximation must be done. Considering that the performance of applications on digital data is worse than applications on image data, in our study, we do not use interpolation filter.
In practical, the estimation of nonlinear and nonGaussian stochastic systems is more significant. An effective way to solve this problem is nonparametric particle filtering. Particle filtering can be applied to any statetransformation model and measuring model in any environment, which gets rid of the constraint that random amounts must satisfy Gaussian distribution. However, there would exist particle degradation when do particle filtering practically, which means that as the increase of the number of samples, the weight of many particles may get smaller, and the variance of the sample would increase over time. Based on the judgment in [20] , the system is under the assumption of Gaussian noise, so we would not use particle filtering algorithm here.
Although with a short history, neural network filtering algorithm can be combined with the other filters like EKF and generates new adaptive extended Kalman filters. However, we do not choose it for it is better used under similar systems.
From the procedure of UKF, we can see that the method is faster than EKF for there is no need to calculate the Jacobi matrix. And the mean and variance of the nonlinear function can be estimated more accurately with UT so get a higher accuracy. For any nonlinear functions, the posterior mean and covariance by UKF can be accurate to the second-order so that UKF can be used in any dynamic model while EKF can only obtain a precision of first order.
Basing on the above analyses, we choose the method UKF which can provide more accurate data for further calculation. And it has a great significance for practical applications by applying UKF to [20] which is bound to lay better foundation for the future data fusion problem.
Numerical results
Using the data in [20] , after overall analyses, we can get the radar data map as Figure 2 .
When simulating the extended Kalman filtering algorithm and the unscented Kalman filtering algorithm by Matlab, we set the initial values as follows.
• Radar period: T = 2. 
Initial covariance is as follows: The tracks of (x 1 , y 1 ) after UKF and (x 1 , y 1 ) after EKF are shown in Figure 3a ,b.
From the above images, we can clearly see that the track in the second figure by UKF is smoother especially around the points 8 and 9. Since actually the flight path of an aircraft cannot be poignant as broken line form, the smooth curve in Figure 3b is much closer to the actual trajectory of the aircraft. That is to say, in the test cases, UKF algorithm is a more suitable method.
In the following, we choose 20 sets of data, then smooth and track the path of aircraft using the Kalman filtering algorithm. We obtain the tracks of data as are shown in Figure 4a by EKF and Figure 4b by UKF.
Compared with the curve in Figure 4a , the track by UKF is much smoother. And the curve behind point 9 is almost in a smooth form. Although the curve by EKF algorithm is close to the original measurement data, according to the actual principles of flight, the aircraft should have a smooth movement, which fully illustrates that there is measurement error, and we should filter the data before using it.
In the next test case, we select 80 sets of data, then smooth and track the path of aircraft using the Kalman filtering algorithm, and we obtain the track after EKF shown in Figure 5a and the track after UKF shown in Figure 5b .
From Figure 5a , we can find that after unscented Kalman filtering, the curve is almost a smooth one. It states that filtering the set of measurements by UKF, the curve we obtain is much closer to the actual track.
Conclusions
We present algorithm procedures of five types of nonlinear filters used in radar tracking data filtering, respectively, and have a contrast of them, among which UKF shows the best performance. For further illustration, we mainly carry out simulations of UKF, and that of EKF is taken as comparison. Both theory and simulation results show that the precision of data and images we get by UKF is superior to the other filters, especially better than the result by EKF, and shows smoother and better tracking performance. What is more, for nonlinear function, UKF algorithm can greatly improve the accuracy of the calculation in practical applications, if we apply the UKF algorithm to the method in [20] , the issue would be a preferable basis for data fusion in the future and may have great significance for practical applications.
